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O&O Software joins the Initiative Cloud Services 

Made in Germany  

Berlin, May 21, 2014 – O&O Software stands for everything products in Germany have 

been known for and guarantees quality, maximum security and satisfaction with the 

solutions we offer. All O&O Software GmbH products are developed in Berlin, 

Germany.  

The Initiative Cloud Services Made in Germany represents Germany-based cloud 

computing providers. The entry criteria to join this initiative were the same as the 

standards that O&O observes in its products since the company's foundation: They 

include, among others, a Berlin-based German support free of charge and contracts 

under German law. O&O even goes further in terms of data protection of its 

customers, since it exclusively works with data centers that store the data only in 

Germany.  

IT Management in the German cloud  

O&O has successfully been active in the development of Microsoft Windows Tools 

since 1997, and has developed a cloud monitoring tool for Windows PCs and servers 

with O&O Syspectr. O&O Syspectr monitors PCs and servers, and reports potential 

problems to the user before they can cause damage. "O&O Syspectr is the next logical 

evolutionary step in our development of both our desktop and network products," 

according to Olaf Kehrer, co-founder and CEO of O&O Software GmbH. O&O 

Syspectr, like all O&O products, was completely developed by O&O Software in Berlin, 

Germany, and is serviced in German data centers. The free version allows for the use of 

up to ten desktop PCs. More information is available here: 

https://www.syspectr.com/en.  

About the Initiative Cloud Services Made in Germany  

The Initiative Cloud Services Made in Germany was launched by AppSphere AG in 2010 to join Germany-

based providers offering a wide variety of cloud computing services such as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), 

Platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). The goal is to ensure greater legal certainty by 

using current legal standards applicable in Germany as the basis for the contract concluded with the 

customer. For more information on the Initiative Cloud Services Made in Germany are available on the 

Internet on http://www.cloud-services-made-in-germany.de.  

About O&O Software 

O&O develops solutions for corporate customers that not only support them in their daily activities, but also 

help substantially reduce their costs. Our products for system optimization, data imaging, data recovery, 

secure data deletion and company-wide administration are pioneers in the Windows technology sector. 

Together with our worldwide network of partners, we support corporations, companies, public authorities 

and private customers in over 140 countries, all from our headquarters in Berlin, Germany.  
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